A FREE AMERICA CAN NOT EXIST IN A SUSTAINED SEVERE SURVEILLANCE STATE
We the Senate of the United States of America do hereby set forth this resolution to repeal the Real ID
Act of May 11, 2005 and its subsequent product of the Federal ID Driver's License, which was slated to full
installation on October1st of 2020.
In reconsideration of it's obvious flaws and offenses to the liberty of our American citizens, and to
stop the unnecessary and excessive invasion of privacy and to assure that all Americans may freely access
the government buildings that they support with their taxes, and freely access the processes of governing
themselves therein, we determine to set forth new hearings and to update research on this issue as well.
This is not to deny that the terrorism of the past two decades doesn't warrant solutions, but rather to
state that the current proposal and its demands upon many Americans, is extreme and unacceptable. We
admit it did not clear these concerns in any unanimous vote of the sessions of the original Real ID
committee, but was rather attached, instead as a rider to the bill into which it was signed as law on May 11,
2005. Therefore, to revisit these issues is not unwarranted, in view of the level of current complaint from
ordinary citizens (already attempting to comply with demanded documents they must compile), and the
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complaint of tag office employees, local law enforcement agencies and others who express concern of
belated or yet withheld notification and training, and thus, the anticipation of panic from general public that
they must serve and answer to.
Whereas: The Federal License ID is not acceptable in it's current protocol as it would prohibit the
access to the following institutions and the processes therein to govern one's self in daily life, without it on
one's person: (Any local, or federal installation: such as Police Stations, Welfare Centers, Medicare and IRS
Tax Centers, Social Security Offices, Courthouses, City Halls, State Houses, Train Stations, Toll Road
passage, Subway Stations, Military recruiting centers, the ability to obtain a car tag renewal, Amtrak,
Federal Buildings in Washington DC. And by 2020, to freely traverse the various hallways and offices
within those buildings without scanning one's ID each time.)
Whereas: the barcode on the back (and what information it contains and will store of a person's past
and future) must be r- examined in light of constitutional liberties and concerns. Investigation is warranted
of its origins with earlier proposals of the SDGS UN 1992 Resolution which commissioned the World
Bank, also mirrored by DHS design of RFID systems involving overseas companies, mergers or other
foreigners, (such as MorphUSATrust/Idemia, Advent, Papillon Russian Military Surveillance Dept working
with Safron of France, recently migrated also to the involvement of Ali Ababa, and other Islamic and
Chinese companies), to monitor the activation RFID codes on the driver’s license, that is unacceptable
national or international security concern after the traumas we American suffered on 9/11.
Whereas: the peace dove universal digital chip, already appearing on some states driver licenses,
(such as Massachusettes,) and it's scheduled monitoring source and processes and location on the card
design, must be fully understood by the American public and voted upon, rather than imposed by possible
and probable foreign entities. The congress and executive branch owe it to the American people they
represent to fully inform them in universal media press releases and other, to know the origins and
consequences of the institution of these REAL ID driver licenses.
Whereas: the aesthetic design layout of the Federal ID on some driver licenses ( such as the sample of
those in the state of MA), violates normal graphic design, by ignoring the obvious empty space at the
bottom of the card, and instead places the peace dove chip in a cluttered format at the ID Picture forehead
parallel is questionable and violates the religious liberty of many who would protest a mark on the forehead
in lieu of Biblical warnings and sensibilities of our founding forefathers.
Whereas; to carry this UN-ENCRYPTED RFID or REAL ID card in the plains of the Gulf War, on
the person of our military, would also endanger them, by allowing these overseas monitoring companies of
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the card code, to access their rank, serial number, social security number, weapons expertise, health history,
marital status, registered gun information, banking information, criminal records and more, the utilization
of that information that could lead to involvement of enemy drone activity over our battalions, is
unacceptable,
Whereas; the UN-ENCRYPTED status of the REAL ID driver license, will allow a hacking
nightmare, unless the current issues are resolved and encrypted,
We deem the current release of this REAL ID Driver Card technology, and its monitoring systems to
be yet unresolved, and premature and possibly injurious to the American public, therefore begging further
investigation, revoke and delay until such time that the public is fully informed and the issues are fully
satisfactorily resolved by a commission that not only involves DHS but Congress as well.
Be it resolved that we would agree that: We must stop UNCONSTITUTIONAL installation of Federal
Driver License in Oct 1st, 2020. We must pull the REAL ID ACT, and its installation back to committee
and investigate its implementation and monitoring systems.
We must avoid any action of national security proposals that ever should seek to destroy
approximately 300 yrs of liberty to freely access all government buildings & processes therein to govern
ourselves for which we pay taxes to maintain, to anyone who does not qualify or is not able to comply with
the current requirements of REAL ID driver license renewal or application. Not since the Tea Party of our
Patriot Forefathers ,who overthrew the tyranny taxes & restraints of King George, have we Free Americans
ever again lost those liberties, thus gained in the revolution that ensued: of free access to all government
buildings, for which we pay taxes, to access the processes therein. Such free access of those government
facilities and of its public transportation, would be removed from persons without a REAL ID RFID
Federal Driver License (upon a false ruse of protecting such from terrorist, of which proof of frequency or
current occurrence of such previous activity does not warrant such extreme broad restrictions in a nonemergency state of this union).
THEREFORE: We the Senate of the United States of America, in agreement jointly with the Senate
and the President of the United States, do hereby abolish the Real ID Act of May 11, 2005 and the Federal
Driver's License issue deadline for 2020 and all future un-encrypted cards of that nature that would be
deemed to violate our Constitutional liberties and rights.
DRAFT SUBMITTED BY ________________ Dr Sheldon E Manuel-Landon PhD
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